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What this spiritual experience may be it is impossible, says the
Veddnta, to adequately describe in any intelligible language. Any
attempt to do so would, in the first place, imply the dualism of the
seer and the seen, the thinker and the thought, and, secondly, it would
result in paradoxical utterances, such, for instance, as the following :—
(Brahma is neither cause nor Not-Oause 9;—c It is known to those
who do not blow; not known to those who know; etc/
St. Paul also calls attention to this inadequacy of language by
a series of formal contradictions—c I live, yet not I'—(Dying and
behold we live ?; (When I am weak, -bhen I am strong/ It is tims
obvious that language can only furnish us with poor, misleading,
and wholly inadequate images of spiritual facts. As Plotinus ob-
serves :—
c God is neither to be expressed in speech, nor in written discourse ;
but we speak and write in order to direct the soul to Him and stimu-
late it to rise from thought to vision. . . Our teaching reaches so
far only as to indicate tlie way in which they [who wish. to find Him]
should go, but the vision itself must be their own achievement J
The self-experience (SwdnubJiava} here referred to is not so much
of what becomes intellectually known as of what is spiritually felt.
Who, then, can blame the Veddnta^ if it says that Brahma is that from
which. Speech, recedes/ Th-e most eloquent expression to indicate
self-realisation is Silence. The best thing that man can say about
God is to be able to be silent about Hun.2
Sat-c'hit-dnanda and such like expressions are, no doubt, used in the
Veddnta to denote th-e highest condition of self-realisation, but all
these, it is acknowledged, fall short of the exact truth.
We, on the lower plane, fully engrossed with the consciousness of
our individual ego-hood and of our earthly relations and attaolxments,
are incapable of a complete self-realisation. Situated, as we are in
this world of sense-experience, most of us have to be content with the
degree of spiritual enligh.temn.en.t within our reach.; but has not Pro-
vidence given -as an indication of the possibility of this most exalted
condition of bliss ? Axe there no occasions in the lives of most of us,
1 Taitt.XJp^                           . St. Augustine.
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